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People from all walks of life engage in physical contact that conveys affection, such 

as hugs, strokes, and gentle caresses. Those who are deprived of such experiences, spend 

time, money, and effort on touch services that seem to mimic or simulate affectionate touch. 

What is special about affectionate touch? And what benefits can we derive from it? Do 

simulations of affectionate touch have similar effects? These questions become more urgent 

now that digital and technological advancements are changing people’s access to (simulated) 

touch. This dissertation examines the psychological effects of affectionate touch—and by 

extension—what may be lost in modern societies as casual interpersonal touch continues to 

decline.  

Chapter 2 starts with a review of past findings on the emotional and social effects 

of brief interpersonal touch. Brief touch allow non-verbal communication of emotions 

between strangers and reduces emotional distress of close others. Much of the psychological 

research on touch was first performed on animals, including Harlow’s iconic studies with 

baby rhesus monkeys, who repeatedly chose soothing physical contact (“contact comfort”) 

over access to food. Echoing his finding, touching pets and soft objects has been found to 

provide emotional comfort. Seemingly trivial touches also affect people’s social functioning, 

perhaps by suggesting a communal sharing relationship; this would explain why waitresses 

who touch customers receive larger tips, and why teammates who touch each other 

frequently during game-time score more points. Social touch, however, can just as easily be 

used to encourage and condone reckless behavior. Cultural context further complicates the 

interpretation and therefore the effect of touch. Nonetheless, much can be gained by 

applying touch appropriately, and technological advancements seem to increase the 

possibilities of doing so.  

Chapter 3 investigates whether actual and simulated interpersonal touch can 

reduce existential concerns among people with low self-esteem, who are generally more 

anxious about the prospect of death. In four experiments, we manipulated touch in various 

ways before measuring our outcomes of interest. We found that participants with low self-

esteem who were touched briefly on the shoulder reported less death anxiety, and more 

social connectedness after being reminded of death. Participants with low self-esteem who 

were reminded of death also ascribed more monetary value to a teddy bear that simulates 

affectionate touch, and holding it prevented an increase in ethnocentrism, a common 

defensive response to a reminder about death. Across all studies, participants with high self-
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esteem were unaffected by touch. These findings together suggest that embodied touch 

experiences hold existential significance for people with low self-esteem. 

Chapter 4 examines whether simulated interpersonal touch could affect a brain 

potential that indicates cognitive control, which can be measured on the scalp using EEG. 

The error-related negativity (ERN or Ne) occurs when people make an incorrect response, 

and its size indicates how much they care about the mistake. We predicted that the size of 

the ERN would be larger when participants held a teddy bear on their lap during a 

demanding Go/No-Go decision task, as simulated affectionate touch was expected to 

increase task engagement. We compared this condition to a neutral condition during which 

participants held a cardboard box of similar size. We indeed found a larger ERN when 

participants held the teddy bear during the task, but especially among those participants 

who scored high on trait intrinsic motivation; such individuals are more susceptible to cues 

of intrinsic motivation, such as interesting or novel task aspects. This study thus supports the 

idea that simulated interpersonal touch can help people maintain higher levels of 

engagement during a demanding task. 

Chapter 5 focuses on the potentially soothing effects of touching material which 

may allow people with an insecure attachment to simulate affectionate touch. In two 

studies, we examined the effect of a brief soft touch manipulation, while focusing differences 

in attachment style. We asked participants to touch a piece of fabric that was either soft or 

not soft. We found that participants who scored high on fearful-avoidant attachment or low 

on secure attachment reported feeling more socially connected after touching the soft 

fabric. Study 2 continued after Study 1 with a visualization exercise. Participants thought 

about someone with whom they had a close or distant relationship. We found that touching 

the soft fabric increased felt security among participants with an insecure attachment, 

similar in effect to thinking of a close relationship. Thinking of a distant relationship made 

all insecurely attached people feel less secure, except for those low on secure attachment 

who held the soft fabric. These findings suggest that soft tactile sensations can increase a 

sense of connectedness and security among insecurely attached individuals and perhaps 

buffer less secure people against mild threat. 

Chapter 6 reviews the main findings and conclusions of this dissertation. The 

chapter discusses the implications of these findings for three major theories on affectionate 

touch—attachment theory, theories of embodied cognition, and neurobiological theories—

and addresses practical implications for clinical and educational settings. Lastly, this chapter 
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offers some reflections on recent cultural trends and technological developments that seem 

related to a lack of casual interpersonal touch in modern society. Taken together, the work 

in this dissertation underscores the significance of affectionate touch for psychological well-

being.  


